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Figure 1. Overview of computationally-driven epitope identification by EpiScope. (A) Ab–Ag docking models are generated using computational docking methods. In the example, the green structure is the Ag human IL-18 (PDB ID: 2VXT:A), while the cartoons represent possible poses of the Ab (limited here to three for clarity). Full details including docking models and designs for this example are provided in a PyMol session (Supplementary file 1). (B) Ag variants containing a pre-defined numbers of mutations (here triple mutations, colored triangles) are generated for each docking model. (C) Variants are clustered with respect to spatial locations in the Ag, and a set of variants predicted to disrupt all of the docking models is selected. (D) Ag mutagenesis and Ag-Ab binding experiments are performed to identify which mutations result in loss of Ab recognition. (E) Examination of the disruptive variant(s) enables localization of the Ab epitope in terms of both mutated positions (pink balls) and consistent docking models, here with the model (light pink cartoon) quite similar to the actual crystal structure (dark pink cartoon).
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Figure 2. Small sets of designed Ag variants enable epitope localization for two different B7H6-targeting Abs. (A–C) TZ47; (D–F) PB11. (A and D) Designed Ag variants, color-coded by triple mutation sets (Table 1). NKp30, a natural ligand for B7H6, is shown in grey ribbon. (B and E) Flow cytometry results from staining variant-expressing HEK cells with the relevant Ab, using NKp30-Ig as a positive control. Fluorescence is normalized to WT Ag-expressing cells. The dotted lines represent average background fluorescence measured from negative control Abs. Experiments were conducted in triplicate and error bars show the standard deviation. (C and F) Docking models (Ab cartoons of different colors) affected by the disruptive Ag variants (highlighted in red for TZ47 and green for PB11). Bar graphs depict the average (height) and standard deviation (error bars) of the MFI of 3 technical replicates, defined as the equivalent staining of a single batch of transfected cells repeated in three separate wells in the same experiment. One outlier value was excluded (PB11-staining of PB11-Ag1) where fewer than 1500 live cells were sampled and the raw MFI was two orders of magnitude higher than the other two replicates (1145.6 vs. 14.41 and 14.20).
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. Chimeric variant (SD9) design confirmed the localization of the TZ47 epitope. (A) Chimeric human-macaque B7H6 variant SD9 was designed based on sequence differences between the two species homologues at the region identified by EpiScope (colored green and black). (B) Histograms depicting binding of TZ47 (red), NKp30 (blue), and secondary anti-mouse fluorescent Abs (black) to chimeric human-macaque B7H6 variant (SD9) expressing cells (left) and wild-type RMA-B7H6 cells (right) are shown. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.29023.004
Figure 3. A single set of Ag variants enables simultaneous localization of two different B7H6-targeting Abs. (A) Designed Ag variants color-coded by triple-mutant design, with natural binding partner NKp30 in grey ribbon. (B) Flow cytometry results from staining variant-expressing HEK cells with the relevant Ab, using NKp30 as a positive control. Fluorescence was normalized to WT antigen-expressing cells. The dotted line represents average background fluorescence measured from negative control Abs. (C) Docking models (Ab cartoons of different colors) affected by disruptive Ag variants (highlighted in orange for TZ47 and magenta for PB11), for left: TZ47 and right: PB11. Bar graphs depict the average (height) and standard deviation (error bars) of the MFI of 3 technical replicates, defined as the equivalent staining of a single batch of transfected cells repeated in three separate wells in the same experiment. One replicate value was excluded where fewer than 1500 live cells were sampled from the well (one replicate of PB11-staining of MULTI-1) and the raw MFI was two orders of magnitude larger than the other two replicates (232.8 vs. 2.55 and 3.71).
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Figure 3—figure supplement 1. B7H6 and epitope localization for its binding antibodies. The modeled loop region (Chain A 150–157; DQVGMKEN) is colored in green. The binding interface of a binding antibody (17B1.3) in PDB (4ZSO) is in red. The disruptive designs for TZ47 are in yellow and PB11 in blue. The epitopes of the Abs seem not to overlap.
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Figure 3—figure supplement 2. Docking models for TZ47 and PB11 substantially overlap. Residues predicted to be part of the binding interface by ClusPro generated docking models are color-coded by those specific to one Ab (blue) or shared between both Abs (red).
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Figure 4. Retrospective validation demonstrates generality of efficiency and effectiveness in localizing epitopes. (A) Over a test set of 33 diverse Ab-Ag pairs with co-crystal structures, the number of pairs in which at least one binding interface residue is included among the disruptive mutations in a set of 1–6 Ag triple-mutant variants. Ultimately, two pairs were missed when using Ag crystal structure and three pairs when using Ag homology models. (B) Violin plots of the number of Ag variants required to incorporate mutations predicted to disrupt all docking models.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Ag size vs. number of Ag variants to cover docking models. (A) Using Ag crystal structure; (B) using Ag homology model. There is a slight trend between number of surface residues on the Ag and number of variants needed to localize the epitope. The marks in the scatterplot indicate which variant sets included (open circles) or missed (solid triangles) epitope residues.
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**Figure 4—figure supplement 2.** Performance using size-matched sets of random triple-mutants instead of docking-based disruptive ones. The bars show success rates for the individual targets (i.e., Ab:Ag pairs, identified by PDB ID) over 1000 runs selecting designs from 1000 different random triple mutants. Targets are sorted in terms of the size-matched number of selected designs and the number of Ag surface residues. Annotations indicate where docking-based disruptive designs failed. Violin plots depict the total number of successes over all the targets and all the runs, with dashed lines at the top indicating previously described EpiScope success rates based on docking disruption.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 3. Varying the number of mutations to include per design from 1 to 4 demonstrates that the most efficient epitope localization occurs at three mutations/design. Violin plots depict: (A) the number of total designs needed to disrupt all docking models, (B) the number of epitope overlap designs, (C) epitope overlap design (%), (D) number of docking models covered, (E) number of residues covered (%), and (F) success rate (%). Figure 4—figure supplement 3 continued on next page.
of designs overlapping true Ab epitope residues, (C) the percentage of designs overlapping true Ab epitope residues, (D) the number of docking models remaining after filtering for those overlapping disruptive designs, (E) the percentage of surface residues covered by filtered docking models, on which to focus further scanning efforts if desired, and (F) percentage of test cases for which at least one design contained a mutation overlapping the true Ab epitope.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 4. Effects of inter-mutation distances on epitope localization resolution and success rate. (A) Average Cα distances of two and three mutation variants. The distributions are peaked at 11 – 15 Å. (B–D) Success rates and resolution, in terms of consistent docking models and their residue coverage, with varying distance thresholds. Each plan uses a single 1-mutation, 2-mutation, or 3-mutation variant optimized to cover docking models for a target. Bars show averages and standard deviation over the retrospective test set.
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Figure 5. A small set of Ag variants has the potential to simultaneously localize multiple Ab epitopes for a single Ag. (A) Heat map of competitive binding data (Sela-Culang et al., 2014) for 12 antibodies directed against the vaccinia virus D8 protein, with the extent of cross-blocking ranging from 0.0 (white, no effect) to 1.0 (black, complete blocking). Colors in all panels refer to the four Ab groups identified by this competition assay (I: purple, II: blue, III: yellow, and IV: red). (B) Heat map of the overlap between ClusPro-generated docks for each pair of Abs, ranging from 60% (white) to 100% (black). (C) Heat map of the average Hausdorff distance between Ag variants designed for each Ab, ranging from 0 (identical mutation sites, black) to 12 (white). (D–F) Ag variants designed to disrupt one Ab from each group (I: JE11, II: CC7.1, III: EE11, IV: LA5) are represented as triangles. Four designs were sufficient to cover all docking models, and the designs overlapped all of the epitope groups. True epitopes are color coded by group on the surface of the antigen; epitopes in group II and III overlapped, and are colored in green. Design residues overlapping the true epitopes are indicated with circles. (E and F) Zoomed views of epitope faces.
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Figure 5—figure supplement 1. ClusPro generates docking models that cover nearly all surface residues for the set of 12 VACV anti-D8 envelope targeting Abs. Bars show fraction of surface residues in contact with a docking model; 78% on average (dashed line).
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Figure 5—figure supplement 2. Identification of vaccinia D8 epitopes against LA5. The LA5 Ab is in green and the D8 Ag is in magenta (PDB id 4ETQ). The modeled loop is in red. Five designs were generated by EpiScope and two of them are in the binding interface region.
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Figure 5—figure supplement 3. Heatmaps of sequence identity between the selected 7 VACV anti-D8 Envelope targeting Abs. Different panels are restricted to different CDRs, with ‘All’ for average over all CDRs. Colored square outlines represent the 4 groups of antibodies (epitope bins) identified by competitive binding assays (Sela-Culang et al., 2014).
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Figure 6. Success of EpiScope and the quality of docking models. In general, docking using Ag crystal structures is better than using Ag homology models according to the $f_{nat}$ value; it is above 'medium' for crystal structures but only 'acceptable' for model structures. Poor docking models are necessary, but not sufficient, for the failure of the EpiScope approach: EpiScope still identifies epitopes for some poorly docked models, but all failed cases have low $f_{nat}$ values.
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Examples of success and failure depending on qualities of Ab structure (A and B) and Ag structure (C and D). Crystal structures are colored in blue and homology models in yellow. (A) In the case of 1FE8, though Ab modeling was highly successful (TM-score: 0.96 and backbone RMSD of CDR-H3: 0.63Å), the docking models were very poor ($f_{act}$: 0.1) and epitope localization was not successful. The crystal structure of CDR-H3 is highlighted in red with stick representation. (B) Though modeling of Ab structure 2XQB was poor (TM-score: 0.92 and backbone RMSD of CDR-H3: 7.21Å), moderate quality docking models were generated ($f_{act}$: 0.32) and the identification of epitopes was successful. (C) The Ag model of 4LVH was extremely accurate (TM-score: 0.9; template seq. ID: 41%) but poor modeling of the loop in the binding interface region (Ab structure is in ribbon) likely contributed in failure of epitope localization. (D) The receptor (4JZJ) was poorly modeled (TM-score: 0.33; template seq. ID: 32%) due to highly flexible loops, but the Ab binding region was modeled well and epitope identification succeeded.
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Figure 6—figure supplement 2. Two examples of EpiScope failure cases. All ClusPro-generated docks (yellow) are shown with the crystal structures of Ab (cyan)-Ag complexes. (A) Failure due to poor docking quality (1H0D). (B and C) Failure due to insufficient mutational choice information (1OAZ). The Ag has a large long flexible loop involved in Ab binding (red in stick, panel B). Since the loop has no mutational information in closely related protein sequences (panel C), mutations that could disrupt binding are not considered in the design process.
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